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Supply chain mapping
A screenshot of the spatial data used to run the analysis. Buffers that show the predicted catchment for each mill are shown.
Starling Remote Sensing & Radar Monitoring Tool

Full resolution to appreciate degradation severity and peat drainage channels
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Legal Reserves analysis

- Total area of the Farm: 7.61 km^2
- Total area of natural cover: 2.35 km^2
- Percentage of LR to the total area of the farm: 30.9%
- Biome where the farm is located in: Cerrado
- Percentage of LR required by law in the Cerrado biome: 35%
- From the data provided, GRAS has not been able to confirm that this farm respects the LR required in the Brazilian Forest Code
Our Members: Palm Oil, Soy, Cacao, Cotton and Beyond
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